
Jan-19 Mock Exams Briefing



* Conducted in the same way with the same procedures as the 
final exams in May.

* In addition to giving students a “real” experience, these exams 
are training for invigilators.

* If you are absent due to illness:

* You must give a doctor’s note to Ms Diaz as soon as possible.

* Arrange with your subject teacher when to do the missed exam.

Jan-19 Mock Exams



Timetable

www.sis.edu.hk
– Learning at SIS -> Examinations



Exam Day -> Refectory

Be in Refectory 30 
mins before start 
time on timetable 
(be ready to go 15 mins
before start).

Use a locker 
to keep your 
valuables safe!

Find your candidate number 
on seating plan so you know 
where to go.

Keep Refectory clean & tidy!

You are visitors!



* IB … e.g. 003258-0010 (last 4 numbers on seating plan)
* Session number on student copy of registration document
* Managebac Plans Tab –

* Candidate Personal Info

What’s my candidate number?



Wrist Watch Rule @ SIS

* Basic analog wrist watch 
is allowed.

* Remove and place on 
desk where visible to 
invigilator.



What to bring …

* Photo ID (bus pass or copy of 
HKID cut to size).

* Stationery in clear plastic bag.

* Small clear see-through bottle of 
water allowed.

* Calculator if allowed (see next 
slide). If GDC not specified, bring 
scientific calculator.



Calculator Allowed

* Calculators are allowed only in the subject papers listed 
below (do not bring to the exam if not on this list):

* Business management, Environmental systems and societies 
all Papers

* Economics HL Paper 3
* Biology, Chemistry, Design technology, Physics, Sports 

exercise and health science Paper 2 and Paper 3
* Mathematical studies SL, Further mathematics HL all Papers
* Mathematics SL Paper 2
* Mathematics HL Paper 2 and Paper 3



Graphic Display Calculator
Exam Ready

* Show your GDC is exam ready on entry 
to exam room.

* Exams Office DOES NOT have spares or 
battery chargers.



* Locate Desk: IB pre-printed cover sheet with name and session number.

* Reading Time: Reading only … no writing/highlighting or use of calculator.

* Time Calls: IB 30 minutes then 5 minutes before finish time

* End of exam: Fasten all work together with a string tag:

* Cover sheet (no cover sheet for AS)

* Exam paper

* Additional paper – lined

* Additional paper – graph

* EXAM CONDITIONS UNTIL YOU HAVE LEFT THE EXAM ROOM!

In the Exam Room …



Notices to Candidates
www.sis.edu.hk -> Learning at SIS -> Examinations



www.sis.edu.hk
-> Learing at SIS -> Examinations

examsoffice@sis.edu.hk


